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“TROUBLESHOOTERS, INCORPORATED” 
MAKES GRAPHIC NOVEL DEBUT 

Supernatural Superhero-Team-for-Hire Takes On Its First Case 
 
Leaky faucet? Call a plumber. For real problems, call Troubleshooters, 
Incorporated, the world’s first supernatural superhero-team-for-hire. For the 
right price, Silver Oak (a wizard), Night Stalker (a werewolf), Yolanda (a 
sorceress), Shadowmist (a female ninja), and Lightshow (a hi-tech-armored 
roadie) are ready to take your case. And you can meet the team right now in 
their graphic novel debut, courtesy of independent publishing house StarWarp 
Concepts. 
 
TROUBLESHOOTERS, INCORPORATED: NIGHT STALKINGS (ISBN: 978-
0-9884429-2-4) is written by the husband-and-wife team of bestselling author 
Richard C. White (Gauntlet: Dark Legacy: Paths of Evil; Star Trek S.C.E.: Echoes of 
Coventry) and Joni M. White, with pencil art by Reggie Golden and inks by Bill 
Lavin and Randy Zimmerman. The Troubleshooters’ first adventure involves 
protecting a millionaire from a trio of evil spirits—but as it turns out, the spirits 
are the least of the group’s problems when a full-fledged demon arrives to 
complicate matters. 
 
Troubleshooters, Incorporated: Night Stalkings—which also features cover art by 
indie creator Richard Dominguez (El Gato Negro), and pinups by Steve Lieber 
(Hawkeye), Jeff Parker (The Interman), and Gary Thomas Washington (Speed 
Racer)—is available for order through online and brick-and-mortar bookstores 
and comic shops. Its e-book edition is available for download through digital 
comic distributor DriveThru Comics, as well as from the StarWarp Concepts 
webstore. 
 
For more information on the company and its titles, please visit 
www.StarwarpConcepts.com. 
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About the Graphic Novel: 
Troubleshooters, Incorporated: Night Stalkings 
Written by Richard C. White and Joni M. White 
Art by Reggie Golden, Bill Lavin, and Randy Zimmerman   
Published by StarWarp Concepts  
96 pages, trade paperback (5.5” x 8.5”) 
U.S. $11.95 (print edition) • $4.99 (digital) 
ISBN: 978-0-9884429-2-4 (trade paperback) 
ISBN: 978-0-9884429-3-1 (digital) 
 
About the Creative Team: 
Richard C. White is the bestselling author of the novels Gauntlet: Dark Legacy: 
Paths of Evil and Star Trek S.C.E.: Echoes of Coventry; the e-book fantasy series For a 
Few Gold Pieces More; and the digital comic The Chronicles of the Sea Dragon Special. 
His short fiction has appeared in the anthologies The Ultimate Hulk and Doctor 
Who: Short Trips: The Quality of Leadership. 
 
Joni M. White is a co-creator of Troubleshooters, Incorporated and an accomplished 
amateur author in her own right, but these days she spends most of her time as a 
computer scientist by day and a jewelry maker by night. 
 
Reggie Golden’s debut as a comic book penciler came with the publication of 
Troubleshooters, Incorporated #1 in 1995. Prior to that, his inking work appeared in 
Forbidden Fruit’s limited series Metallica (not to be confused with the heavy 
metal band). 
 
Randy Zimmerman is the editor and co-creator of Flint [Michigan] Comix & 
Entertainment, a free-to-readers comic newspaper. Before that he created the 
independent comic Tales From the Aniverse, and was a writer and artist for such 
titles as Arrow Comics’ The Dead and Caliber Comics’ The War of the Worlds.  
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